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Abstract
Objective To investigate the credibility of authors’ claims of subgroup
effects using a representative sample of recently published randomised
controlled trials.
Design Systematic review.
Data source Core clinical journals, as defined by the National Library
of Medicine, in Medline.
Study selection Randomised controlled trials published in 2007. Using
prespecified criteria, teams of trained reviewers independently judged
whether authors claimed subgroup effects and the strength of their
claims. Reviewers assessed each of these claims against 10 predefined
criteria, developed through a search of existing criteria and a consensus
process.

Results Of 207 randomised controlled trials reporting subgroup analyses,
64 (31%) made claims for the primary outcome. Of those, 20 were strong
claims and 28 claims of a likely effect. Authors included subgroup
variables measured at baseline in 60 (94%) trials, used subgroup variable
as a stratification factor at randomisation in 13 (20%), clearly prespecified
their hypotheses in 26 (41%), correctly prespecified direction in 4 (6%),
tested a small number of hypotheses in 28 (44%), carried out a test of
interaction that proved statistically significant in 6 (9%), documented
replication of a subgroup effect with previous related studies in 21 (33%),
identified consistency of a subgroup effect across related outcomes in
19 (30%), and provided a compelling indirect evidence for the effect in
14 (22%). In the 19 trials making more than one claim, only one (5%)
checked the independence of the interaction. Of the 64 claims, 54 (84%)
met four or fewer of the 10 criteria. For strong claims, more than 50%
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failed each of the individual criteria, and only three (15%) met more than
five criteria.

Introduction
Subgroup analysis in randomised controlled trials seeks to
determine whether a treatment effect varies across subgroups
defined by patient characteristics. The findings of subgroup
analyses offer the promise of individualising patient care, and
such analyses are common in randomised controlled trials, with
40-65% reporting them.1-7 In particular, claims of subgroup
effect, in which the authors convey a conviction or belief of a
difference in treatment effects between patient subgroups, can
have a substantial impact on clinical practice and policy
decision. One study found that in 35 randomised controlled
trials published in top general medical journals reporting
subgroup analyses, 21 (60%) claimed subgroup effects.1

Clinical action based on a credible subgroup effect may enhance
benefits and avoid harms and unnecessary use of health
resources. The authors of trial reports, however, often do not
prespecify hypotheses for subgroups, fail to carry out a statistical
test for interaction, and undertake a large number of subgroup
analyses.1 5 8 Given these limitations, it is perhaps not surprising
that many inferences from subgroup analyses have proved
spurious.9 Misguided claims of subgroup effects may result in
patients being denied potentially beneficial care or receiving
potentially harmful treatment. Industry funded trials may be at
greater risk of misleading results: when the main results are not
statistically significant, industry funded trials are more likely
than non-industry funded trials to report subgroup analyses.10
Furthermore, industry funded trials less often prespecify
subgroup hypotheses and use the test of interaction, regardless
of the significance of the main effect.10

The credibility of a putative subgroup effect infers that a
difference in treatment effect between subgroups is real, and
reflects a continuum ranging from extremely unlikely to highly
plausible. Since the 1990s much work has been done on
documenting the limitations of subgroup analysis and in
developing criteria to guide clinicians, scientists, and health
policy makers in making appropriate inferences about their
credibility.8 11-14 No studies, however, have systematically
examined a representative sample of trials on the extent to which
claims of subgroup effects adhere to those standards. We carried
out a systematic review of randomised controlled trials to
determine the frequency with which authors claim subgroup
effects and the extent to which their claims of subgroup effects
are consistent with existing criteria.

Methods
We have previously published our study protocol detailing the
design and analysis,15 and the results on reporting of subgroup
analyses.10 Briefly, we included any randomised controlled trial
carried out in humans unless it focused on a subset of the
original population enrolled (that is, only one subgroup was
examined), was explicitly labelled as a phase I trial, was
exclusively a pharmacokinetic study, or was reported as a
research letter.
We applied a sensitive search strategy,15 combining both MeSH
terms and free texts, to the core clinical journals in 2007 in
No commercial reuse: See rights and reprints http://www.bmj.com/permissions

Sampling and data collection
We stratified journals into higher impact groups (Annals of
Internal Medicine, BMJ, Journal of the American Medical
Association, Lancet, and New England Journal of Medicine)
and lower impact groups according to the total citations in 2007
defined by the Web of Science.17 We randomly sampled, in a
1:1 ratio, study reports from higher and lower impact journals.
Eight pairs of reviewers trained in health research methodology
used standardised, pilot tested forms with detailed written
instructions to independently screen titles, abstracts, and full
texts and to extract data.15 Reviewers resolved discrepancies by
consensus or, if any remained, through discussion with one of
two arbitrators (XS, GHG). Reviewers conducted calibration
exercises to ensure consistency. At the screening stage of the
full text, the reviewers selected one primary outcome for each
eligible study using prespecified criteria (see supplementary
appendix 1), and identified one pairwise comparison if the
studies included three or more study arms (see supplementary
appendix 2).

For each eligible study, reviewers extracted data on study
characteristics, including study sample size, number of study
arms, funding sources, clinical area, and type of intervention.
They also determined whether results for the primary outcome
were statistically significant (P<0.05). Reviewers recorded
whether authors reported subgroup analyses and claimed
subgroup effects, and the number of claims of a subgroup effect
for both any outcome and specifically for the primary outcome.
For each study claiming a subgroup effect, reviewers judged
the strength of the authors’ claim by using prespecified criteria.

Strength of a subgroup claim
We classified articles as making a subgroup claim if, in the
abstract or the discussion section of the trial report, the authors
stated that the effects of intervention differed, or may have
differed, according to the status of a subgroup variable. We used
prespecified criteria (see supplementary appendix 3) to classify
the strength of a claim into three categories: strong claim (the
authors convey a conviction that the subgroup effect truly
exists), claim of likely effect (the authors convey a belief that
the subgroup effect possibly exists), and claim of a suggestion
of possible effect (the authors suggest a subgroup effect but
convey uncertainty about whether such an effect exists).

Criteria for assessing the credibility of a
subgroup claim
The criteria used for this study were primarily based on the 11
used to assess the credibility of subgroup effect recently
published in this journal.14 Through a search of Medline we also
identified published methodological articles dealing with the
conduct and interpretation of subgroup analyses,1 4 5 8 11-14 18-22
and noted additional potentially relevant items from these
articles. The study group then discussed the merit of each item
and reached consensus on the 10 most important criteria (box).
These 10 criteria consist of nine from the previously published
criteria14 and one criterion (was the subgroup variable a
stratification factor at randomisation?) identified from other
methodological discussions (box). Of the two criteria we
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Conclusion Authors often claim subgroup effects in their trial report.
However, the credibility of subgroup effects, even when claims are strong,
is usually low. Users of the information should treat claims that fail to
meet most criteria with scepticism. Trial researchers should report the
conduct of subgroup analyses and provide sufficient evidence when
claiming a subgroup effect or suggesting a possible effect.

Medline using the Ovid interface. The core clinical journals
defined by the National Library of Medicine, known as the
Abridged Index Medicus, included 118 journals in 2007,
covering all specialties of clinical medicine and public health
sciences.16 After removing duplicate articles, our search
identified 3662 journal reports.
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Ten criteria used to assess credibility of subgroup effect
Was the subgroup variable a baseline characteristic?
Was the subgroup variable a stratification factor at randomisation?*
Was the subgroup hypothesis specified a priori?
Was the subgroup analysis one of a small number of subgroup hypotheses tested (≤5)?

Analysis
Was the test of interaction significant (interaction P<0.05)?
Was the significant interaction effect independent, if there were multiple significant interactions?

Context
Was the direction of subgroup effect correctly prespecified?
Was the subgroup effect consistent with evidence from previous related studies?
Was the subgroup effect consistent across related outcomes?
Was there any indirect evidence to support the apparent subgroup effect—for example, biological rationale, laboratory tests, animal
studies?

*Item was not included in our previously published list of criteria for subgroup credibility

removed from the originally published 11, one is applicable to
meta-analyses only (is this a between study or a within study
comparison?) and we viewed the other (is the magnitude of
subgroup effect large?) as overlapping excessively with the
likelihood that chance explains the difference in apparent effects
and too specific to the outcome and clinical condition for
application in this context.
Using detailed written instructions, the reviewers evaluated
whether a subgroup claim for the primary outcome met each
criterion. Where possible, reviewers also recorded the P value
of the interaction test and, for each subgroup, the numbers of
events and participants, the effect measure, point estimate and
associated 95% confidence interval, and P value.

Sample size
Our sample size calculation was based on one of our study
objectives that examined, in a multivariable regression analysis,
the association of six study characteristics (independent
variables) comprising nine categories with claim of subgroup
effects for any outcome.15 Setting a criterion of 10 events (that
is, claim of a subgroup effect) for each category resulted in a
required total of 90 events. Our pilot study suggested that we
required a total of 464 trials.7 15

Data analysis
For subgroup claims about the primary outcome, we calculated
the proportion of claims meeting each criterion and the number
of criteria met by each claim. Using the test for trend we
examined whether stronger claims met more criteria. We used
the χ2 test or Fisher’s exact test to compare, between claims in
higher versus lower impact journals, the proportions meeting
each of the criteria, and the rank sum test for the number of
criteria met by each subgroup.

Several trials made multiple claims of subgroup effects for the
primary outcome. To avoid a possible clustering effect, we
selected the strongest subgroup claim from each trial; if two or
more claims had the same strength of claim, we randomly chose
one.

For trials that failed to report interaction P values of subgroup
analyses, we calculated the interaction P values if authors
reported in both subgroups the mean and any of the following
dispersion parameters: 95% confidence intervals, standard error,
standard deviation, and number of participants, or the P value
for a continuous outcome; the number of events or participants
No commercial reuse: See rights and reprints http://www.bmj.com/permissions

of experimental and control groups, or the point estimate and
95% confidence interval or P value for a binary outcome; or
hazard ratio and the associated 95% confidence interval or P
value for a time to event outcome. We applied the method of
Altman and Bland to calculate the interaction P value.23

Results
Of 469 included trials, 207 reported subgroup analyses (figure⇓).
Of those 207 studies, 83 (41%) claimed subgroup effects and
64 (31%) claimed a subgroup effect for the primary outcome.
The inter-rater agreement on determining subgroup claim was
high (κ=0.82, raw agreement=0.92). Table 1⇓ shows that study
characteristics of trials that did and did not claim subgroup
effects were similar.
Among the 83 trials that claimed a subgroup effect, 46 (56%)
made one claim, 22 (26%) made two claims, and 15 (18%) made
three or more claims. Thirty three trials (40%) made strong
claims, 30 (36%) claimed a likely effect, and 20 (24%) suggested
a possible effect. In the 64 trials that claimed a subgroup effect
for the primary outcome, 45 (70%) made one claim, 11 (17%)
made two claims, and 8 (13%) made three or more claims.
Twenty trials (31%) made strong claims, 28 (43%) made a claim
of a likely effect, and 16 (25%) made a claim of a suggestion
of possible effect.

In the 64 trials that claimed a subgroup effect for the primary
outcome, the only criterion usually satisfied was that the
subgroup variable was measured at baseline (table 2⇓). All other
criteria were satisfied less than 50% of the time, irrespective of
the strength of the claim (table 2). Of 32 (50%) studies that
reported in the methods that they did a test of interaction, 20
reported the interaction P value or provided information that
allowed the P value to be calculated. In the 64 trials that claimed
a subgroup effect for the primary outcome, authors reported a
median of 6 (interquartile range 3-12) subgroup analyses per
trial.

Of the 64 claims, 54 (84%) met four or fewer of the 10 criteria
and only five (8%) clearly prespecified the subgroup hypotheses
and clearly presented a statistically significant interaction test
(P<0.05). A gradient was observed in the number of criteria met
by the three categories of subgroup claims—strong (median 3,
interquartile range 2-4), likely effect (3, 2-3), and suggestion
of a possible effect (2, 2-3), trend test P=0.016. The proportions
meeting each of the criteria between claims in high versus lower
impact journals did not differ significantly in the proportions
Subscribe: http://www.bmj.com/subscribe
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meeting each of the criteria and the number of criteria met by
each claim: median 3 (interquartile range 2-4) v 3 (2-4), P=0.92.

Of 207 representative randomised controlled trials reporting
subgroup effects, 64 (30%) claimed a subgroup effect for the
primary outcome. Although strong claims were more likely than
weaker ones to meet criteria that would justify those claims,
even strong claims failed to meet most criteria for a credible
subgroup effect (table 2). Thus the credibility of most claimed
differences of treatment effect (the subgroup effect) in
randomised controlled trials was low.
About two thirds of subgroup analyses associated with claims
were not clearly prespecified and were among a large number
of subgroup analyses reported (median 6, interquartile range
3-12). Rather than looking for significance in each subgroup
separately, investigators should test the hypothesis that effects
differ between subgroups. Of 64 randomised controlled trials
claiming a subgroup effect, only 32 (50%) reported that they
undertook a test of interaction, and of these 32 only 20 reported
the interaction P value or information that allowed calculation
of the P value.

The test of interaction is a statistical test that examines whether
treatment effects, usually measured in relative (for example,
risk ratios) or absolute (for example, risk differences) terms,
differ among patient populations, such as older versus younger
people. The P value of interaction test indicates the probability
that, were the true effect the same in all subgroups, differences
as large or larger would occur between the observed treatment
effects among patient subgroups on multiple repetitions of the
experiment, by chance. As an example, one randomised trial24
tested whether the sequential versus combined use of
fluorouracil plus irinotecan or oxaliplatin improved overall
survival in patients with a poor prognosis for advanced
colorectal cancer. The overall results showed no statistically
significant difference (hazard ratio 1.07, 95% confidence interval
0.95 to 1.19). The authors also examined the treatment effects
in men and women, and found a non-significant difference of
effects between men compared with women (1.02, 0.89 to 1.16
v 1.18, 0.97 to 1.44, interaction P=0.21).

Strengths and limitations of the review
Strengths of our review include the identification of a large
cohort of representative randomised controlled trials through a
systematic search, exploration of subgroup claims in journals
of both higher and lower impact, use of standardised forms for
screening and data extraction, and calibration exercises to
enhance the consistency between reviewers.

Our study has several limitations. Firstly, we did not search all
medical journals and therefore our findings may not be
applicable to all journals. We did, however, include all core
clinical journals, which cover all areas of clinical and public
health. Secondly, our results reflect study reports; some authors
may not report fully the information about the conduct and
results of subgroup analyses, and contextual evidence, such as
indirect evidence (often referred to as biological rationale) and
direct external evidence. We would argue that for readers to
judge the credibility of subgroup claims authors must report
detailed information on the conduct and interpretation of
subgroup analyses. Thirdly, our criteria for the credibility of a
subgroup analysis drew on our own previous work,14 as well as
scholarly inquiry by other authorities. Compelling empirical
support for these criteria is, however, lacking. Our inferences
about the limitations of current practice would be stronger if
No commercial reuse: See rights and reprints http://www.bmj.com/permissions

Implications for trial researchers and journal
editors
Subgroup analyses represent an important approach to exploring
heterogeneity of treatment effects across patient subgroups in
randomised controlled trials. Our study does not suggest that
researchers should not undertake subgroup analyses. Rather,
they should infer (that is, claim) a subgroup effect only when
it meets most of the criteria. The problem with analysing
subgroups is not the way the analysis is done but rather the
misguided claims of subgroup effects that could result in patients
being denied potentially beneficial care or receiving potentially
harmful treatment.

Researchers should report fully the conduct of subgroup analyses
and provide sufficient evidence when claiming a subgroup effect
or suggesting a possible effect. A large proportion of trial reports
included in our study failed to report important information
about the conduct of the analysis, such as prespecification of
hypothesis, and contextual evidence, such as consistency across
studies. Ideally, authors making claims about subgroup effects
should include a table in their trial report dealing with the
credibility criteria and should provide the registered protocol
or blinded statistical analysis plan containing details of the plan
for subgroup analyses. The consolidated standards of reporting
trials statement should consider introducing more detailed
guidance about the reporting of subgroup analyses; the current
guideline only includes a limited discussion about subgroup
analyses.25
Subgroup analyses need not meet criteria to be useful: they may
also generate new hypotheses.6 Trial researchers may undertake
retrospective subgroup analyses, and the number of subgroup
analyses in such analyses may be large. Researchers should,
however, alert their readers to view the exploratory nature of
these analyses and should explicitly state that the findings should
not guide clinical practice. The likelihood of misinterpretation
would be further reduced by omitting such findings from the
statement of conclusion in the discussion or abstract.

For instance, one randomised trial26 examined the effect of
supportive-expressive group therapy compared with usual care
on survival in patients with metastatic breast cancer. In a
retrospective hypothesis they suggested that the intervention
would show a smaller effect in patients who were positive for
the oestrogen receptor and were likely respond to hormonal
therapy, and a larger effect in patients who were negative for
the oestrogen receptor. In a regression analysis including
interaction terms, the researchers found a statistically significant
interaction between treatment and oestrogen receptor status
(difference in median survival between treatment versus control
11.8 months in patients positive for the receptor versus 20.5
months in patients negative for the receptor, interaction
P=0.002). Although this analysis met six criteria, including the
use of a baseline characteristic, significant interaction,
independence of the interaction, testing for a small number of
hypotheses (n=4), supportive indirect evidence, and results
consistent with a previous related study, it failed to prespecify
subgroup hypotheses, one of the critical criteria, and failed to
meet three other criteria. The investigators appropriately
indicated that the finding should be treated as hypothesis
generating and warrants further study and replication.
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consensus was formal or empirical justifications stronger. Our
concerns are, however, supported by the compelling logic of
the criteria we chose and the considerable consistency among
those who have written on the topic.
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Implications for users of information from
randomised controlled trial reports
Our study suggests that users of information from randomised
controlled trial reports, including clinicians, guideline
developers, and health policy makers, should be aware that
many subgroup claims are not credible and should look for key
criteria for credibility being addressed (box).
Unfortunately, for the foreseeable future such users may often
find that authors have failed to address the criteria, and the extent
to which they do not should be reflected in the judgment of
credibility.

In our study, the reasons for a non-credible subgroup claim
included: the current unavailability of sufficient evidence (for
example, no external studies to suggest consistent effect across
studies, or small events to test for a significant interaction test);
investigators inappropriately carrying out the analysis, such as
test of significance of a subgroup rather than the interaction test;
and current evidence disagreeing with the claim made by the
authors, such as inconsistency of effect across external studies
or the unlikelihood of a significant interaction. Users of
randomised controlled trial reports making subgroup claims
should be alert to these problems.

Users of reports should be aware that subgroup analyses often
produce spurious findings because investigators may identify
a chance finding from a large number of subgroup analyses
tested, particularly when investigators search for different
treatment effects across groups without prespecification. Users
should base clinical care on a subgroup effect only if authors
make a compelling case for the credibility of their subgroup
claim and not when it meets only a small number of criteria.
Additionally, users should view subgroup analyses in the context
of available systematic reviews. All available evidence should
be considered in the interpretation of subgroup results—as
implied by the criterion, consistency of subgroup effect across
studies, and related outcomes.

Applying subgroup criteria to guide clinical
practice
The 10 subgroup criteria may vary in the importance for the
credibility of subgroup effect. Among those, we considered the
critical criteria to be use of subgroup variables measured at
baseline, prespecification of subgroup hypotheses, and statistical
significance of interaction test. If these criteria, and most if not
all other criteria, are met then acting on the basis of the subgroup
analysis may be considered. This is particularly true if
controversy exists between competing alternatives that the trial
No commercial reuse: See rights and reprints http://www.bmj.com/permissions

has tested. For instance, a randomised trial26 that dealt with the
controversy over whether reamed or unreamed nailing minimises
complications in patients with tibial fractures showed no overall
difference between groups. A subgroup analysis meeting critical
and most criteria suggested that the reamed approach was
superior in closed fractures but the unreamed approach was
superior in open fractures. Whether fractures are open or closed
may then be a reasonable criterion for deciding which surgical
procedure to undertake; in this case, even if the subgroup
hypothesis was incorrect, practising according to the results
would not be deleterious.
More often, prudence would dictate whether patients should be
treated according to the estimated overall effects—that is, unless
a subgroup effect had been replicated in multiple studies and
summarised in a systematic review and (ideally using individual
patient data) meta-analysis that met all, or almost all, criteria.

Conclusion
Authors of reported randomised controlled trials often claim
subgroup effects; however, the credibility of subgroup effects,
even when claims are strong, is usually low. Authors should
uniformly register protocols including plans for any subgroup
analyses they intend to undertake and clearly and
comprehensively report the conduct and interpretation of
subgroup analyses. Journal editors should insist on application
of appropriate criteria for evaluating the credibility of subgroup
analyses, and inferences regarding credibility should be
consistent with the extent to which the analyses meet criteria.
If critical criteria are not met, the results should be treated as
hypothesis generating and requiring replication before they are
used as a basis for clinical management. Users of trial reports
should be aware of the danger of spurious subgroup claims and
should treat claims that fail to meet most criteria, and
particularly the critical criteria, with scepticism.
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In a contrasting example, a randomised controlled trial27 reported
comparing the effect of immobilisation in external rotation
versus internal rotation on recurrent dislocation or subluxation
in patients with an initial anterior dislocation of the shoulder,
and found an absolute risk reduction of 16% (26% external
rotation versus 42% internal rotation, P=0.03). Without
indicating whether the subgroup hypothesis was prespecified,
investigators examined the treatment effect according to age.
The investigators found a statistically significant effect in
patients aged between 21 and 30 but not in other age groups.
They then claimed in the conclusion of the abstract that the
intervention effect was greater in this age group (in our
classification, a strong claim). This subgroup analysis failed to
meet eight out of the 10 criteria, including the prespecification
of a hypothesis and demonstration of significant interaction.
The credibility of this subgroup finding is low and the
investigators’ claim misguided.
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What is already known on this topic
Investigators often undertake a large number of subgroup analyses but fail to prespecify subgroup hypotheses and do appropriate
statistical tests
Criteria exist to assess the credibility of putative subgroup effects in randomised controlled trials

What this study adds
The credibility of most subgroup claims in randomised controlled trials, even strong claims, is usually low
Investigators should clearly and comprehensively report the conduct and interpretation of subgroup analyses
Journal editors should insist on application of appropriate criteria for evaluating the credibility of subgroup analyses
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Tables

Study characteristics
Median (interquartile range) sample size per study
arm*

Subgroup effects claimed (n=83) Subgroup effects not claimed (n=124)

Total (n=207)

199 (72-541)

221 (87-531)

214 (81-511)

High impact†

51 (61)

90 (73)

141 (68)

Lower impact

32 (39)

34 (27)

66 (32)

Industry

41 (49)

62 (50)

99 (49)

Non-industry‡

42 (51)

62 (50)

108 (52)

Non-surgical

68 (82)

107 (86)

175 (85)

Surgical

15 (18)

17 (14)

32 (16)

Statistically significant

50 (60)

71 (57)

121 (59)

Statistically non-significant

33 (40)

53 (43)

86 (42)

Journal type:

Source of funding:

Study area:

Main effect for primary outcome:

*Sample size considered for selected comparison.
†Annals of Internal Medicine, BMJ, Journal of the American Medical Association, Lancet, and New England Journal of Medicine.
‡Governmental agencies, private not for profit organisations, explicit statement of no funding, or funding source not reported.
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Table 1| Study characteristics of trials in which subgroup effects were or were not claimed. Values are numbers (percentages) unless
stated otherwise
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Table 2| Proportion of claims meeting subgroup criteria for primary outcome

Subgroup variable as a baseline characteristic

Suggestion of possible effect
(n=16)

Total (n=64)

27 (96)

14 (88)

60 (94)

Strong claim (n=20) Claim of likely effect (n=28)
19 (95)

Subgroup variable a stratification factor at randomisation

5 (25)

3 (11)

5 (31)

13 (20)

Subgroup hypothesis specified a priori

10 (50)

11 (39)

5 (31)

26 (41)

A small number (≤5) of subgroup hypotheses tested

10 (50)

13 (46)

5 (31)

28 (44)

Significant interaction test (P<0.05)

2 (10)

4 (14)

0 (0)

6 (9)

1 (25) (n=4†)

0 (0) (n=10†)

0 (0) (n=5†)

1 (5) (n=19†)

Direction of subgroup effect correctly prespecified

3 (15)

1 (4)

0 (0)

4 (6)

Subgroup effect consistency across studies

9 (45)

9 (32)

3 (19)

21 (33)

Subgroup effect consistent across related outcomes

7 (35)

9 (32)

3 (19)

19 (30)

Compelling indirect evidence

6 (30)

6 (21)

2 (13)

14 (22)

Independence of interaction*

*19 trials claimed two or more subgroup claims.
†Number of trials having two or more subgroup claims.
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